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Today’s Discussion Points
• The Power Purchase Agreement/Service Agreement
Model
• Financing structures – leases and partnerships
• Everything you ever wanted to know about federal tax
laws
• Sources
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THE BASICS
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Generation
• Current dominant model for optimized financing of a
commercial solar facility; two parts:
– a long-term agreement for sale of electricity to retail customer at
a set price or a set formula; and
– investment vehicle owning the solar facility (in which a taxmotivated investor makes its tax-advantaged investment)
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Key Players
• Customer/Host/End User
– The entity that receives and uses the electricity generated by the
solar system and typically provides the site/building on which the
system is located

• Developer/Sponsor
– The entity sponsoring the solar system project (typically the
entity developing the project / relationship with Customer –
though could inherit this from another entity through, e.g., an
acquisition)
– May or may not itself be a taxable entity, but does not have a
“tax appetite” i.e. the ability to use the tax benefits of owning a
solar system
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Key Players
• System Owner (SPE)
– Special purpose entity established by Developer to own the
system assets
• Limits Developer’s liability in connection with a solar system to the
Developer’s investment in the SPE
• Permits the system to be financed on a “project” basis

– Customers sometimes ask for corporate guarantees (or other
credit support, such as letters of credit) to backstop the
obligations of the SPE / System Owner under the PPA. Except
in very specific and limited circumstances, corporate guarantees
are not given – they would defeat the purpose of developing and
financing the system on a “project” basis.
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Key Players
• System Owner (SPE)
– Customers can draw comfort from (1) requirements that System
Owner obtain and maintain insurance to protect against
insurable risks (and require contractors to have insurance), (2)
PV solar systems being generally simple in terms of operation
and maintenance, being environmentally “clean”, not presenting
risks of explosions, fire, etc. and (3) Developer (and Investor)
making a substantial equity investment in the system.
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Key Players
• Investor
– Provides long-term financing
– Receives tax benefits, cash flows from operations (rent
payments in a lease structure)
– Residual interest in the assets
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Principal Responsibilities
• Customer Responsibilities (in general)
– Provide site / ensure access
– Buy and pay for electricity from system (buy RECs etc. if applicable)
– Cooperate with Developer in getting permits, third party consents

• Developer / System Owner Responsibilities (in general)
–
–
–
–
–

Develop and build the system
Obtain permits
Design
Procure panels, inverters, other equipment
Installation
• Operate the system
• Maintain and service the system
• Insurance (Note: can require Customer to insure – tax considerations)
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Principal Responsibilities
• Investor Responsibility
– Provide long-term fund/financing
• Investor’s willingness to invest funds will depend on having a financeable
PPA. Whether the terms of the PPA are financeable will depend on:
– the identity and creditworthiness of the Customer
– the terms and provisions of the contract (and related lease or license
agreement)
» term / duration of the PPA
» price for electricity (and any other products to be sold)
» structure of PPA working from a tax perspective
» ensuring that the PPA will remain in effect during the entire
projected term of the investment (and cannot be terminated or
cancelled by the Customer easily or early)
» effect of state rebates and incentives
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Benefits/Advantages of this Model
• Advantages for Customer
– capital conservation – no upfront capital expenditure (can be
expensive)
– no need to select equipment
– no (or limited) operational risk
– attractive / predictable electricity price (typically below current
retail electricity price in the first year or several years, later
escalating pursuant to a known formula or schedule)
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Benefits/Advantages of this Model
– no responsibility if the system does not work as promised (except
for having to buy replacement energy from the local utility)
– system purchase options available as a path to ownership (subject
to tax considerations)
– Customer can also purchase environmental benefits (such as
renewable energy credits) generated by the system; but in this
case the negotiated price of electricity plus RECs will be higher to
compensate system owner for the loss of the REC revenue stream

• Advantages for Investor
– Monetizes federal tax benefits income from sale of electricity
– Can own environmental attributes/credits (negotiated with
Developer)
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Financing Utility Scale Systems
• In a utility scale solar project, the relationship of the
parties is generally the same as described above,
except:
– The Customer is likely a utility, which may be load serving
– The Customer may instead be a financial/commodities counter
party under a hedging contract
– The system is not likely to be located at the Customer’s site, so
third party property owners may be involved (as well as
easement grantors for access, transmission, etc.)
– Transmission likely will be required, which will involve an
interconnecting utility and a transmission provide (which may or
may no be the same as the Customer)
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TAXES 101
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Solar Tax Credits – Basic Rules
• ITC increased from 10% to 30% by Energy Act of 2005
• 30% credit now sunsets on December 31, 2016
– Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008–“Bailout” Package
– Signed by President Bush on October 3, 2008 – H.R. 1424
– 8 year extension for Section 48 investment tax credit
– $2,000 credit cap lifted-residential installations - Section 25D
– AMT relief – 2009
– Public Utilities may now use the tax benefits
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American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)
• Signed by President Obama on February 17, 2009
• Treasury Grant Program-Section 1603
• Department of Energy Loan Guarantee Program
• Subsidized Energy Financing taint removed
• Lots of new financing vehicles
– Build America Bonds
– Clean Renewable Energy Bonds (CREBs)
– Qualified Energy Conservation Bonds (QECBs)
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Solar Tax Credits – Basic Rules
• 30% Investment Tax Credit – Solar
• Tax credits generated 100% on the PIS date
• Allocated to partners by profit percentage
• Carry back 1 year – Carry forward 20 years
• Reduces AMT beginning in 2009
• 5 year recapture period
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Solar Tax Credits – Basic Rules
• Sale of electricity to a third party not required
– Owner of the system can be the user

• Combination of Investment (Solar) Tax Credit (Treasury
Grant) and accelerated depreciation may reduce capital cost
by up to 56%
• Passive Loss and At-Risk rules apply
– Market dominated by corporate investors
– New AMT rules may draw individual investors
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Solar Tax Credits – Eligible Property Defined
• Equipment that uses solar energy to generate electricity
– Constructed by the taxpayer
– Acquired by taxpayer and first used by taxpayer
• Exception for sale-leasebacks
• 90 day rule (Old IRC Section 48(b)(2))
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Eligible Property Defined
• Qualified fuel cell property
– A fuel cell power plant–an integrated system comprised of a fuel cell
stack assembly and associated balance of plant components which:
• Converts a fuel into electricity using electrochemical means
• Has a nameplate capacity of at least 0.5 kilowatt of electricity using an
electro-chemical process, and
• Has an electricity-only generation efficiency greater than 30%

• Equipment which uses solar energy to illuminate the inside
of a structure using fiber-optic distributed sunlight
• Both extended to December 31, 2016
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Limitations on credit
• No credit for
– Portion of the basis attributable to qualified rehabilitation
expenditures
– Property that is public utility property (as defined)
– Property allowed credits under Section 45 (PTC/Wind etc.)
– Property used outside the United States or for lodging
purposes

• Credit can only offset income in excess of 25% of
regular tax liability in excess of $25,000.
– Credits can now be used to offset minimum tax
– Unused credits can be carried back one year and forward
twenty years
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Limitations on credits and losses – Individuals
• Passive Loss Rules
– Rules apply to individuals and closely-held c-corporations
– Generally can only use credits and losses against passive
income
– Passive income does not include active income (salary, income
from self-employment) or portfolio income (interest, dividends,
gains on securities)
– Closely-held c-corporations may offset “net active income”
– High net worth individuals with passive income are natural
investors but do they exist?
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Limitations on credits and losses – Individuals
• Passive Loss Rules continued
– Rental activities are passive by definition
– Real estate professionals enjoy an exception
– PPAs, leases and service contracts may be considered rental
activities (Reg. Section 1.469-1T(e)(3))
– Because of rule above material participation may not matter
• Primary test for active engagement (material participation) is
spending 500 hours a year on the activity

– The key is to have passive income that can be offset by tax
losses from solar
– Check with Tax Advisor
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Limitations on credits and losses – Individuals
• At-Risk Rules - Rules apply to individuals and closely
held c-corporations
–
–
–
–
–
–

Affect on losses (depreciation deductions)-Section 465
Losses a partner can deduct is limited to the amount at-risk
At-Risk basis - Capital contributions plus partner loans
Non-recourse debt generally provides no At-Risk basis
Result can be suspended loss carryforwards
Suspended losses can be deducted once at-risk basis is
established
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Limitations on credits and losses – Individuals
• Affect on tax credits - Section 49
• Credit base is reduced to the extent the property is
funded by “non-qualified” non-recourse debt
– Qualified Commercial Financing counts –Good debt
• 20% equity in the deal – Can’t exceed 80% LTV
• Property not purchased from a related person
• Lender is actively and regularly engaged in the business of
lending money
• Lender not related to taxpayer, seller of the property or a fee
recipient
• Loan is made or guaranteed by a government

• Developer fee notes – Typically “non-qualified” debt
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Eligible Energy Tax Credit Basis
• What costs are eligible for the credit?
– Solar panels, mounts, racks, wiring, inverters etc.
– Hard construction costs in general
– Direct and indirect costs of installation
• System integration / design / testing
• Permits, fees etc.
• Interest expense prior to PIS – Subject to Section 266 Election
• Developer fee
• Other soft costs
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Eligible Energy Tax Credit Basis
• Practical Issue is extent to which a support system
qualifies for the credit – roofs do not qualify;
• Base for ground-mounted units that have no other
uses do qualify.
• Parking garage structures which support panels but
provide shade?
– Portion of roofing repair? Reasonable allocation
– Parking garage / carport cost? What portion? Reasonable
allocation. With and without test
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Miscellaneous Accounting Issues
• Most costs incurred during construction subject to
capitalization (i.e. eligible for tax credits)
• Interest expense incurred during construction probably
not subject to capitalization because the construction
period is too short
– The need for a IRC Section 266 election
– Allows interest expense to be capitalized
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Eligible Energy Tax Credit Basis
• What costs are NOT eligible?
– Permanent loan fees, syndication costs, etc.
– Organization costs
– Costs allocated to the building
• Solar property or roof repair
• Parking garage / carport installations – cost allocation question

– Transmission lines to grid generally not eligible
– Costs funded by subsidies where basis must be reduced
– Section 136
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Facility Development Cycle
Commission
System (PIS)
Customer allocates NO
capital for the system

Permitting &
Construction
Confirm Design
& Timeline
Sign PPA with
Customer

Bring in an installer
for full design

Investor enters fund
Prior to PIS

Construction usually takes
between 2‐3 months.

Submit Application
for Rebate
Forward Lead from
Developer or site
visit
ID the Site and gain
customer interest in
solar energy

6 - 12 months
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Placed in Service
• When is a facility placed in service?
– “Ready and available for its intended use” – IRC definition
– Public Utility signoff – PTO Letter
• PTO: Permission to Operate

– Facility completed, licenses obtained, pre-operational testing
complete.

• Commercial Operation Date
– When customer is contractually obligated to buy power

• Placed-In-Service dates can differ
– Solar ITC and depreciation of solar assets – IRC Sections 48
and 168
– Depreciation of other assets – IRC Section 168
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Placed in Service
• Generally, person who owns the property on date the
property is placed in service entitled to the credit.
• 90 day window for sale/leaseback
– Lessee can place in service and lessor take the credit if sale
leaseback done within 90 days of placed in service. (No such
partnership rule)

• Lessor can pass credit through to lessee – Inverted
Lease Structure – More on that later
• Used property has already been placed in service, so
need new property. Can have 20% used parts. 80/20
test
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Depreciation
• Energy property depreciated using 5 year MACRS
– Bonus depreciation rules extended
– Property PIS in 2009
• Bonus depreciation to be extended again?

• Basis Reduction
– Equal to 50% of solar tax credits claimed
– 85% of energy property basis depreciable over 5 years

• Section 1245 Recapture
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MACRS
• Alternative Depreciation System (12 years straight line)
– Can elect ADS system
– Property financed by tax-exempt bonds
– Tax-exempt use property
• Generally, property leased to a tax-exempt entity, government or
foreign person or owned by a partnership that includes such
persons and does not have “straight-up” qualified allocations—
same rules as those that disqualify property for the credit

• Mid-Quarter Convention
– If more than 40% of the basis of property is placed in service in
the last three months of a year, treat property as placed in
service in the middle of each quarter
– Results in less depreciation in first year
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Short Taxable Years
• Generally if a taxpayer has a short taxable year, the
depreciation for the first year is “prorated.”
– Taxable year begins when the taxpayer begins business, which
generally does not begin until the taxpayer earns gross income.
– Mathematics of the proration are set forth in Rev. Proc. 89-15
– Not straightforward
– Mid-year and mid-quarter conventions are applied to short
taxable years
– Computation particularly complex when property placed in
service in October, November or December in a short year
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Recapture Rules
• Credit vests over five years
• Change in ownership of an interest in energy property during
the 5 year recapture period
– Sale
– Foreclosure

• Property ceases to be qualifying energy property during the
5 year recapture period
• Recapture diminishes 20% per year
• Recapture reported on IRS Form 4255
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Recapture Rules
• Credits are allocated in proportion to interest in
profits;
• Partner is deemed to dispose of a portion of the
underlying property if its interest in partnership
profits goes below 66 2/3%
• Based on year in which the property was placed in
service
• Once the rule applies, it re-applies if the interest is
reduced below 33 1/3% of its interest in the year in
which the property was placed in service
• Forbearance Agreements
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Tax-Exempt Use
• Credits are not available if there is “tax-exempt use”
• Can apply where:
– The owner is tax-exempt
– The lessee is tax-exempt
– Complex rules where there is a part owner/lessee that is taxexempt (“qualified allocations”)

• The Treasury Grant is not available where a pass-through
owner has any tax-exempts or governmental entities
(more below)
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Tax-Exempt Use
• No credit if property is used by (i.e., leased to)
– tax-exempt organizations (unless used in an unrelated trade
or business whose income is taxable to the tax-exempt),
– the US, any State or political subdivision, any US possession
or any agency or instrumentality of the foregoing or
– foreign persons (unless more than 50% of the income is
subject to US tax either directly or under the controlled foreign
corporation regime)

• Property leased to a partnership is deemed to be
leased to the partners pro rata
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Tax-Exempt Use
• Property owned by a partnership that has tax-exempt,
governmental and foreign persons is deemed owned
by such persons to the extent of such persons’
maximum partnership interests unless the allocations
to such persons are straight-up and unchanging, which
they cannot be in a “flip” deal.
– Taxable corporations 50% or more of whose stock (by value)
is owned by tax-exempt entities or governments are generally
treated as tax-exempt for this purpose (unless the taxexempts agree to pay tax on income and gain (dividends and
sale income) related to the corporations).
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Tax-Exempt Use
• These limitations are important in practice. Many schools,
universities, governments are interested in solar for noneconomic reasons and they cannot come in simply
because of these rules. They are accommodated through
the use of service contracts discussed later on in this
presentation.
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Renewable Energy Grants
Section 1603 – ARRA
a.k.a. the “Stimulus Bill”
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Renewable Energy Grant Election

Grant
(30% of basis)

IRC Section
45 Credits

IRC Section
48 Credits

Grant
(30%/10% of basis)
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Renewable Energy Grant Election

Grant = 30% or

10% of basis of facility

(Subject to recapture
similar to ITC)
30%
10%
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Treasury Grant Election
• Grants are not includable in the federal gross income
of the taxpayer
– Tax-Exempt Income
– Gives a partner tax basis in partnership interest
– Timing considerations of investor entry

• Grants shall be taken into account in determining the
depreciable basis of the property
• Basis of property reduced by 50% of the grant
amount (similar to ITC)
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Treasury Grant Election
• Property must be PIS during 2009 or 2010 or after
2010 and before the investment tax credit termination
date of January 1, 2017, but only if the construction
of such property began during 2009 or 2010
• The Secretary has 60 days from the later of the
application for such grant or PIS date to fund the
grant
• All applications must be received before October 1,
2011.
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Treasury Grant Election
• Grant cannot be made to
– Governmental bodies, political subdivisions, agencies or
instrumentalities thereof
– To any organization described in Section 501(c) of the Code
and exempt from tax under Section 501(a) of the Code
– A clean renewable energy bond lender
– A cooperative electric company
– A pass-thru entity that has one of the aforementioned named as
a partner
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Recapture Rules - Treasury Grant
• Generally same rules as ITC except…
• Dispositions to ineligible participants will trigger recapture
– Governmental bodies, political subdivisions, agencies or
instrumentalities thereof , non-profits

• Other dispositions ok as long as property stays in service
• CCA 200943029 Issued 10-23-09 – “Recapture will not be
handled through the income tax system; it will be handled as
a debt owed to the government and Justice will have to sue
to recover if the payments are not voluntarily paid to
Treasury”
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Treasury Grant Election
• Ineligible Grant Participants – What to do?
– Blocker corporations
• For profit corporation owned by the ineligible entity
• Remember these might have to pay taxes

– Good for exempt organizations; does this work for government
entities? There’s an old definition of “instrumentality” in a 50year old tax ruling
– Play it safe and make an election, in case you need to qualify
for the ITC?
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Public Utility Subsidies – Section 136
• Gross income shall not include the value of any
subsidy provided (directly or indirectly) by a public
utility to a customer for the purchase or installation of
any energy conservation measure. (IRC Section 136)
– The term “energy conservation measure” means any
installation or modification primarily designed to reduce
consumption of electricity or natural gas or to improve the
management of energy demand with respect to a dwelling
unit.
– The term “dwelling unit” includes a house, apartment,
condominium, mobile home, boat, or similar property, and all
structures or other property appurtenant to such dwelling
unit.
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Public Utility Subsidies
• Subsidy funded by ratepayer or utility?
– Section 136(b) generally reduces the adjusted basis of
property by the amount of direct or indirect public utility
subsidies which are not taken into income by the taxpayer.

• Most practitioners believe California Solar Initiative
(CSI) rebates are not considered public utility
subsidies
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Taxation of Subsidies for Solar
• Treasury Grant – Section 1603
– Non-taxable for Federal purposes (tax-exempt income)
– Taxable for state purposes

• California Solar Initiative (CSI) Rebates
– Taxable for Federal purposes
– Non-taxable for California purposes
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Extending Tax Equity Market
• Difficulty of relying on tax benefits in a weak economy
– Will the traditional tax credit equity investors return?
– Where is the high net worth individual with passive income?

• Extending tax equity market to individuals
– Exempt alternative energy from the passive loss rules
– Exempt alternative energy from the Section 465 At-Risk rules
– Ease the Section 49 credit base At-Risk rules
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Structures

PPA TERMS
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Focus
• We will focus:
–
–

Specifically on distributed generation contracts
Generally on issues under utility PPAs
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Power Purchase Agreement (PPA)
(aka Solar Services Agreement, etc.)
• Term; Purchase Option
– 10-20 years; tax sensitivity if term is too long
– Renewals
– What happens at the end of term?
• System Owner removes the system
• Customer’s purchase option
– Structuring of the purchase option is driven by tax requirements
– When can the option be exercised?
» End of term
» Periodic options after 5th anniversary of placement in service (so
long as not too frequent, not “continuous”) are ok
– Price:
» Fair market value (FMV) determined at the time or
» FMV or stipulated value, whichever is greater; cannot be less
than FMV
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Who is the Customer?
• Credit
– Customer credit is key; Investor typically reserves the right to
approve the Customer on a case-by-case basis, although on
occasion investors will pre-agree on a set of criteria within which
their approval is automatic
– Criteria: 1) credit level (investment grade or near investment
grade), 2) not more that a certain maximum $ amount per project
and maximum aggregate $ amount per Customer
• but the bulk of potential distributed generation market is middle
market or lower
• traditionally, “big box” retailers
• industrial enterprises that have large facilities/roofs
– also: car dealerships, wineries, governmental entities
• credit enhancement or credit support for Customer is not typical
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Who is the Customer?
– A portfolio approach can mitigate this risk by providing to the
investor the benefit of diversification (i.e. low performance of one
project in the portfolio can be mitigated by the performance of
other projects). Also spreads transaction costs over a larger
asset base, lessening the transaction cost per project.
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What is Sold?
• Electricity
– All electricity generated by the system - typical
• but not more than what the system produces; good idea to state
explicitly that System Owner is not responsible for providing any
electricity other than the electricity produced by the system (and that if
that’s insufficient to serve the needs of the Customer, the Customer
will obtain any shortfall electric power from its local utility)

– However, some Customers want to limit purchase requirement to
be not greater than a specified amount.
• “Host shall purchase from the Provider during each year of the Term
XXX,XXX kWh of Electricity generated by the System, or one hundred
percent (100%) of all Electricity generated by the System, whichever
is less.”
• “Host agrees to purchase from Provider an amount of Electricity
produced by the System having a value that is not less than $XXX.”
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What is Sold?
– Parties often set forth in the PPA an estimated amount of
electricity to be provided as a guide to the payments to be
expected; System Owner should be careful to make it clear that
any such estimates are merely a guide and not a guarantee or
firm output.

• Environmental attributes
– Typically not sold to Customer
– Take care to state this explicitly so as to avoid arguments
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System Owner’s Obligations
• Obligation to Install the System
– System Owner is required to design, engineer and install the System
Issues:
• Customer approval / supervision rights
– Approval rights of construction plans and schedule are common
• Typically for a roof-top System, the Customer is concerned about structural
integrity and strength of the roof
– Damage to the roof as a result of construction activities – who takes the
risk? System Owners can try to pass this risk to the Customer –
Customer knows more about its own building. What access / diligence
was Developer given / allowed to conduct?
• If System can be described with reasonable amount of detail ahead of time,
would reduce uncertainty over Customer’s approval (or could do away with
approval)
• Some Customers insist on tight supervision and discretionary approval rights
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System Owner’s Obligations
• Permits
– System Owner is required to obtain any necessary permits.
Customer should be required to provide assistance. Typical
permits that may be required in California for a roof-top project
are:
• building permit (including electrical)
• FERC self-certification filing as a “qualifying facility”
• local utility approval – since Customer is the local utility’s customer
and has the direct relationship with the utility, Customer’s
cooperation in dealing with the utility is especially important
• additional permits may be required for ground-mounted projects,
such as stormwater permits, compliance with California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (notice of determination or notice
of exemption)
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System Owner’s Obligations
• Conditions Precedent to Obligation to Build
– System Owner needs to be able to get out of the deal without
penalties or other consequences if certain agreed pre-conditions
are not met or do not come to pass:
• technical or site conditions, such as there is a suitable electrical
interconnection; roof is sufficient; absence of unknown site
conditions that would make the System uneconomic (materially
increase costs or reduce revenues)
• availability of tax benefits, state solar rebates and incentives
(sometimes stated as “no (material) adverse change” in the tax or
state rebate programs or other change in law that adversely impacts
(or materially adversely impacts) the System Owner’s economics)
• any third party consents and authorizations (such as from the owner
of the site if the Customer is not the owner) have been obtained
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System Owner’s Obligations
• financing condition – System Owner must have closed financing for the
system; important for Developer – otherwise can be caught between rock
and hard place
• no (material) deterioration in Customer’s credit
• if the conditions are not met, System Owner has the right to terminate the
PPA and will in that case have no further obligations to Customer
• Customers typically insist on a deadline by which System Owner can
decide whether to terminate the PPA or not
– deadline can be tied to the commencement of the installation work, so
that once the actual installation work begins, the System Owner may
not unilaterally terminate the agreement (this forces the System
Owner to do all planning, permitting, financing and other work that is
not actual building early)
– sometimes the deadline is a specific date
– System Owner often has the right, in its discretion, to terminate the
PPA early without penalties until construction of the system begins
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System Owner’s Obligations
• Obligation to Deliver Electricity
– When construction is complete, the System is capable of
delivering electricity to Customer, and the permits to operate the
System and sell electricity have been obtained, “Commercial
Operation Date” occurs. Unlike large utility-scale PPAs,
Customer does not typically have a say in or approval over
whether Commercial Operation Date has occurred.
• However, in some PPAs, the System is required to pass specified
performance tests, and if it fails to do so, the Commercial Operation
Date (and therefore the obligation of the Customer to accept and
pay for electricity) does not occur. System Owner has the
opportunity to remedy the issue and re-run the tests.
• Customer may be permitted to witness performance tests and be
given access to test data.
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System Owner’s Obligations
– Basic obligation of System Owner is to deliver electricity
generated by the solar system to Customer after Commercial
Operation Date and for the duration of the term of the PPA.
• Typically the electricity is delivered to and measured at a meter
provided by the System Owner.
• What if electricity is not delivered as Customer had anticipated?
Are there any negative consequences to System Owner (other than
not getting paid)? Depends on why that is the case.
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System Owner’s Obligations
• Obligation to Operate and Maintain the System
– As stated above, the System Owner’s obligation is to deliver only
what the System produces; System Owner typically does not
guarantee any specific production or output level. However,
System Owner typically promises to Customer that System Owner
will operate and maintain the System reasonably and in good order
(and in accordance with specified standards), e.g.:
• “[Owner] shall take all actions reasonably necessary to ensure that the
System is capable of providing Solar [Electricity] at a commercially
reasonable continuous rate.”
• “[Owner] shall provide operation, repair and maintenance services to
the Systems during the Term of this Agreement, including without
limitation the monitoring and maintenance of [metering equipment].
[Owner] shall perform all such services to ensure that the System is
capable of delivering Electricity in accordance with the specifications
set forth in [Exhibit X].”
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System Owner’s Obligations
• “[Owner] warrants that the solar services to be provided hereunder,
including but not limited to construction, installation and O&M
services, will be performed in accordance with then current
standards of care and diligence normally practiced by solar
engineering, construction, installation and maintenance firms in
performing services of a similar nature.”

– Therefore, System Owner could be responsible to Customer if
failure to deliver electricity was a result of System Owner’s
breach of its obligations with respect to operation and
maintenance.
– Typically, System Owner is not responsible for failure to deliver
electricity as a result of insufficient sunlight, or for other reasons
that do not involve System Owner’s breach of its obligations
with respect to operation and maintenance.
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System Owner’s Obligations
– Note: system output standards. Large utility-scale projects
usually involve guaranteed output/performance standards.
Sophisticated customers in distribution solar may move in that
direction. We have seen customers requiring direct benefits of /
rights against PV panel suppliers’/manufacturers’ warranties
and/or requirement that System Owner enforce those warranties.
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System Owner’s Obligations
• Force Majeure; Loss and Replacement
– In addition, specific “Force Majeure” provisions excuse System Owner
from having to perform if various events occur that are beyond its
control.
– Typical force majeure events:
•
•
•
•

natural disasters, floods, storms, hurricanes, lightning, earthquakes;
fires not resulting from the applicable party’s acts or omissions
acts of war, civil disturbances, etc.
governmental actions, including failure to issue permits

– Negotiations related to force majeure frequently center on whether
strikes and similar labor actions are included and whether
governmental actions that don’t prevent performance but make it more
expensive are included (and if so, to what extent).
– Prolonged force majeure events (those lasting longer than a specified
period – usually 180 days to a year) typically give rise to the right of
either party to the PPA to terminate without liability.
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System Owner’s Obligations
– A frequent subject of negotiations between Customer
and System Owner is what should happen if the
System is destroyed or severely damaged as a result
of a force-majeure-type event.
• Customer often wants System Owner to be obligated to replace the
System with an equivalent System.
• Developer / System Owner should resist such requests because (1)
future replacement or reconstruction may be uneconomic (depending
on when the damage takes place, what the state of the solar industry
or market at that time might be), (2) insurance proceeds at the time
may not be sufficient to fund replacement or reconstruction and (3)
the Investor may not (and likely will not) like any such requirements.
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System Owner’s Obligations
• System Owner should argue to Customer that a force majeure event
is System Owner’s fault - nobody expects it and insurance is
procured to compensate for a loss of the system - but if such a loss
occurs the maximum System Owner can do is sit down with
Customer and the Investor to decide what makes sense at that time.
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Customer’s Obligations
• Payments
– The initial electricity price is typically made attractive to the Customer;
it may be fixed, variable or based on a discount from the retail tariff
price that would be charged by the local utility.
– Price then escalates based on (1) escalation of utility prices and/or (2)
inflation.
– Any price re-openers that could lead to price reductions or links to
indices or formulae that could lead to prices being reduced will be
difficult for the Investor (especially if not subject to a floor).
– Adjustment to price based on unanticipated cost increases as a result
of changes in law; can be negotiated on a case-by-case basis. An
example is an agreement to split those increased costs 50-50 or in
another way. Customer may request a mirror right in case costs
decrease or additional (unanticipated) government benefits are made
available.
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Customer’s Obligations
• Provide to System Owner access to the site and the
system (typically contained in a separate site lease or
license agreement)
• Assist System Owner in obtaining permits
• Not put liens on the system and remove any liens on the
system that are attributable to Customer
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Customer’s Obligations
• Not interfere with sunlight, remove anything that might
block sunlight
– California Solar Shade Control Act, Cal. Public Resources Code
§25890 et seq. prohibits an owner or another person controlling
a real property site from placing or allowing to grow existing
trees or shrubs on such property, subsequent to the installation
of a solar collector (which includes solar electricity generating
equipment) on the property of another person so as to cast a
shadow greater than 10 percent of the collector absorption area
upon that solar collector surface on the property of another at
any one time between the hours of 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
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Customer’s Obligations
• Title to Systems
– Customer should specifically acknowledge that it has no interest in
the system, that the system is owned by the System Owner (or, if
System Owner uses a sale-leaseback financing arrangement, by its
lessor).

• Cessation of Customer’s Business
– What happens if Customer ceases operating its business and has no
need for electricity (or reduces operations and has a reduced need
for electricity)? Or Customer sells the site/facility where the System
is located to another company?
• Typically Customer must provide an alternative site and pay relocation
costs and expenses and agreement continues at the new site; System
Owner should also ask to be paid lost revenue during the period when
the system was not operating due to relocation down time).
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Customer’s Obligations
• What parameters for alternative site? Who decides if the
alternative site is acceptable?
– Best outcome for System Owner is to have the right to approve any
alternative site; approval typically must not be unreasonably withheld.
– If not outright approval right, the alternative site should be a site that
provides the “same or better” economic benefits to System Owner,
including same or better sunlight (insolation) as the original site.
• Consider effect on rebates and incentives if the System is moved, e.g. to a
different utility area; for this reason often the alternative site must be within
the same utility area (unless switching to a different area has no adverse
effect on availability and amount of the state solar incentive payments).

– If the substitute site has inferior sunlight (insolation) as compared to the
original site, adjust payment terms such that payments to the System
Owner would be the same had the system remained in use at the
original site.
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Customer’s Obligations
– Must take care not to impair or reduce tax benefits or require
recapture of tax benefits.
– If the Customer’s site/facility is sold, System Owner may want to
keep the system at the site and ask that the new owner assume
the PPA. Investor will typically have a say in whether this is
permitted. The issue will be primarily the new owner’s credit.
– Termination of site and payment of Termination Value is a
possibility after the tax recapture and depreciation period
expires.
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Property and Sales Taxes
• Allocation of Tax Responsibilities
– A good PPA will have specific provisions allocating responsibility
for taxes related to the system and the sale of electricity.
– Sales taxes, if any, are for the account of the Customer.
– Property taxes attributable to the system (if any) – but not those
attributable to the site – are for the account of the System
Owner.
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Insurance
• Insurance
– Both System Owner and Customer are typically required to procure
and maintain insurance.
• Workers’ comp as required by law
• Commercial general liability insurance
• Limits are usually $1MM to $2MM per occurrence

– Some Customers have very particular requirements with respect to
insurance coverage for any contractors that performs work at
Customer’s site; System Owner should weigh cost and it is advisable
to engage an insurance expert/broker for advice.
– Casualty / property insurance
– It may be commercially advantageous (cheaper) to have the
Customer provide property insurance for the System. Is it
permissible from a tax standpoint? Probably yes.
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Customer Default
• Events of Default
– Failure to pay for electricity or other amounts due
– Failure to perform other covenants or obligations
– Insolvency or bankruptcy events
– Any representations or warranty (or any material representation
or warranty) made by Customer in the PPA is false.
– If the Customer is also the landlord who owns or controls the
site, there should be a cross-default to the lease.
– If there is any credit support offered by the Customer (which is
unusual), there should be a cross-default to failure by the
provider of the credit support to pay or its bankruptcy; note that
customer credit support raises tax issues.
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Customer Default
• Grace or Cure Periods:
– Failure to pay – 5–10 days
– Covenant defaults – longer period to cure – often 30 days,
extendable if Customer is diligently curing
– Bankruptcy defaults – no cure period, but for an involuntary
bankruptcy a period of time (60-90 days) is given to dismiss
petition (note bankruptcy law ipso facto clauses)
– Reps or warranties being untrue – often no cure period
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Remedies
• Remedies
– For Customer Default
• System Owner can suspend performance / stop delivery of electricity
• Terminate the PPA and remove the system
– Ultimate remedy; often an additional cure period is provided
• Remove the system from the site
• Demand payment of stipulated liquidated damages (often described as
“termination value”)
– The amount of liquidated damages may be
» fixed in advance or
» calculated based on agreed methodology, such as the sum of:
√ costs of dismantling, removal, enforcement, redeployment
√ present value of the loss (including recapture) of tax benefits, solar rebates /
incentive payments

» present value of future stream of Customer’s payments for
electricity under the PPA
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Remedies
– Customer will often say that System Owner must mitigate its
damages by, for example, redeploying the system at another
location.
– Other remedies at law or in equity; important catch-all that
means (principally) System Owner can sue Customer for
damages generally and in some cases obtain an injunction /
specific performance.
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Customer’s Remedies for System Owner’s Default
• Remedies
– Termination
– Damages; remedies at law or in equity
• System Owner may want to specify the formula for computation of
such damages, e.g., net present value (discounted at an agreed
interest rate) of the additional price for electricity that Customer
would have to pay to its local utility over the remainder of the term of
the PPA, using the historical or estimated amount of delivered
output.
• Sometimes, Customer can exercise its buy-out right in the event of
a System Owner Default.

– Note: Customer may not have the right exercise its purchase
option if the Customer was in default - tax reasons.
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Exclusion of consequential damages;
Limitation of Liability
• Remedies
– Consequential damages, such as lost revenues, are typically
excluded, e.g.
• Neither Party will be liable for consequential, incidental, punitive,
special, exemplary or indirect damages, lost profits or other business
interruption damages, by statute, in tort or under contract, under any
indemnity provision or otherwise . . .”
• “Nothing in this Agreement is intended to cause either Party to be, and
neither Party shall be, liable to the other Party for any lost business,
lost profits or revenues from others or other special or consequential
damages, all claims for which are hereby waived by Customer and
[System Owner].
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Customer’s Remedies for System Owner’s Default
• However, sometimes claims for fraud or indemnity for third party
claims are excluded:
– “provided, however, that notwithstanding the foregoing, in no
event will the foregoing limitations of liability be applied to limit
the extent of the liability of either Party to the other for
intentional misconduct or with respect to any third party
indemnity claims under Section ___”
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Exclusion of consequential damages;
Limitation of Liability
• Remedies
– Hosts sometimes ask System Owner to compensate Host for
any loss of revenue Host may suffer as a result of System
Owner’s failure to deliver electricity in accordance with the PPA
or as a result of other breaches by System Owner of its
obligations. This is a disproportionate risk for System Owner to
accept; such issues in general should be covered by insurance.
– Aggregate liability caps are common; typically tied to the sum of
all payments (or anticipated payments) for electricity over a
specified period of time (up to the duration of the term).
• Liability for fraud, willful misconduct and third party indemnity
claims carved out; negligence or gross negligence carve-out is
negotiated
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Lender Protection / Assignment
• Assignment, etc.
– Customer should not be able to assign the PPA without System
Owner’s consent.
– System Owner should ask for flexibility in terms of assignment
rights.
• Assignment to lenders and other financing parties without
Customer’s consent should be expressly provided for
• Having the right to assign to an affiliate is useful for structuring
financing arrangements

– Customer will agree to provide an estoppel certificate to System
Owner and its lender or financier if requested.
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Utility-Scale PPAs
• Utility Scale PPAs – what are the differences from typical
DG PPAs?
– Term
• Typically longer term of 20-30 years

– Product
• Energy plus environmental attributes
• Likely will include resource adequacy and capacity benefits
• Excludes tax benefits

– Pricing
• Geared to wholesale rates
• Typically bundled rate
• Adjustments for TOD, adders for transmission adjusters or change
in law?
• May have adjustors for certain costs (e.g., commodities prices or
equipment prices)
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Utility-Scale PPAs
• Performance Guarantees
– Minimum delivery requirement
– Replacement energy concept or LDs
– Termination below specific level

• Milestones
– Development and construction – detailed
– LDs for delay in milestones or COD

• Security
– Cash, L/C or guarantee
– Escalate from development to construction to operation
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Utility-Scale PPAs
• LDs
– LDs for delay, breach of performance warranties
– Caps per KWH or overall

• Remedies
– Second lien
– Step in rights
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PPA AS A “SERVICE CONTRACT”
(MORE TAX)
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Tax Aspects of PPAs
• Issue is whether the power purchase agreement (PPA) for the
sale of electricity is to be treated as a service contract or a
lease.
– Relevant to PPAs in both leases and in partnerships

• If PPA is a lease and power purchaser is tax exempt, then the
property is exempt use property, no credit and depreciation
over 12 years; if power purchaser is taxable, need to apply
leasing rules to determine who is the true owner.
• If PPA is a service contract, there is disagreement over
whether the power seller is automatically the owner or
whether ownership principles still apply. We believe the
better view is that the power seller is the owner, but may still
be advisable to limit PPA to 80% of property life.
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Service Contract or Lease General Principles
• Code section 7701(e) lists vague factors distinguishing
service contracts and leases—(fortunately because of a
safe harbor these factors often unimportant):
– the service recipient is in physical possession of the property
– the service recipient controls the property
– the service provider has a significant possessory or economic
interest in the property
• service provider likely to use property for a substantial portion of its
useful life
• service recipient shares the risk that the property will decline in
value
• service recipient shares in appreciation in property value
• service recipient shares in savings in property’s operating costs
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Service Contract or Lease General Principles
• service recipient bears the risk of damage or loss to property
– The service provider does not bear any risk of substantially
diminished receipts or substantially increased expenditures if
there is non-performance under the contract.
– The service provider does not use the property concurrently to
provide significant services to parties unrelated to service
recipient.
– The total contract price does not substantially exceed the rental
value of the property for the contract period.

• Best source of interpretation of these rules is the
legislative history, esp. the 1984 Blue Book.
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Service Contract or Lease Safe Harbor
• Safe harbor for waste disposal, clean water and
alternative energy including solar. A contract that
purports to be a service contract will be treated as such,
unless:
– the service recipient (or a related entity) operates such facility
– the service recipient (or a related entity) bears any significant
financial burden if there is nonperformance under the contract or
other arrangement (other than for reasons beyond the control of
the service provider)
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Service Contract or Lease Safe Harbor
– the service provider (or a related entity) receives any significant
financial benefit if the operating costs of such facility are less
than the standards of performance or operation under the
contract or arrangement
• PLR 8749045 allows certain expenses to be passed through as long
as electricity is being provided.

– the service recipient (or a related entity) has an option to
purchase, or may be required to purchase, all or part of the
facility at a fixed or determinable price (other than for fair market
value)

• Requirements often conflict with business desires.
Creativity as to how to avoid the rules above is to be
discouraged.
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FINANCING STRUCTURES
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How are renewable energy transactions structured?

1-Partnership Flip
2-Sale-Leaseback
3-Lease Pass-through
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System Ownership and Investment Funding
– Three common arrangements have developed:
• “Partnership with a Flip” Structure
– Originated in wind energy transactions and adapted for solar

• Lease (Sale/Leaseback) Structure

– Sale/leaseback cannot be used in wind transactions
because Production Tax Credits (PTCs) are not available to
a non-operator owner

• Lease Pass-Through (Inverted Lease Structure)
– Originated in historic tax credit transactions and adapted for
solar
– “Sandwich lease” structure for HTC
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Partnership Flip
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Partnership with a Flip
• Typically used by developers desiring residual
interest ownership
• Vehicle for larger investment funds
– Additional deals (tranches) easily added

• Appeals to short term minded tax credit equity
• 6-7 year investment
• Put/Call buy out structures prevalent
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Partnership with a Flip
• During the period when tax benefits are available or until such
later time as the Investor achieves a specified rate of return on
its investment (typically 6-7 years), a large majority (typically,
95% or more) of taxable income, loss and tax credits are
allocated to the Investor.
• After the later of the expiration of the tax credit recapture
period or the achievement of the investor's specified hurdle
rate of return, the ownership of the LLC (partnership) interests
flips, to, for example, 90% or 95% to the Developer and the
rest to the Investor.
• After target IRR is reached, Developer frequently has an option
to buy out the Investor's interest for fair market value
determined when the option is exercised. Option should not
be continuous, but may be exercisable at predetermined times.
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Investment Fund in a Partnership Flip
• Fund is the owner of the solar installations (via lower
tier LLCs disregarded for tax purposes)
• Tax Benefits
– Depreciation deductions
– 30% ITC flows through to the tax credit equity investor
– State incentives – Rebates, Renewable Energy Certificates
(RECs) and state tax credits
– Cash flow from PPA / Lease revenue
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Partnership Flip
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Sale Leaseback Structure
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Sale Leaseback Structure
• Tax-advantaged investor purchases the qualifying solar
system from Developer and an immediately leases the
system back to Developer (or an SPE established by
Developer).
– Thus, Investor is the lessor, Developer is the lessee

• Lease is typically a net, "hell-or-high water" lease
• Developer/lessee is obligated to pay fixed rent (or specified
termination value in the event of a loss of the assets) to
Investor/lessor for the term of the lease irrespective of the
actual performance of the system, existence of force
majeure events, etc.
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Sale Leaseback Structure
• Developer lessee bears all operating costs, costs of
insurance, etc.
• At the end of the lease term, the system is retained by
the Investor/lessor (who is its owner all along)
• Developer/lessee typically has an option to purchase
the system at the end of the lease term (and sometimes
at one or more specified times before the end of the
term)
– Purchase option at fair market value
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Sale Leaseback Attributes
• More effectively frontloads economics to developer
– Allows developer to grow business with current cash flow
– More effective use of developer’s corporate capital?

• Developer establishes track record
– Sacrifice of residual interest for current cash flow

• Investor has flexibility to get into the deal within 90 days
of PIS mitigating/eliminating construction risk
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Sale Leaseback Attributes

• System is owned 100% by investor
– Efficient monetization of tax benefits
– No leakage of tax benefits compared to a partnership (e.g. 1%
to G.P.)

• Sales taxes paid over life of the lease agreement
• Simplicity of structure, Cost effective
– Investor utilization of lease optimization model
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Lease Pass-Through Structure
(Inverted Lease)
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Lease Pass-Through Attributes
• Election to treat Lessee as owner of solar panels for tax
credit purposes
– IRC Section 48(d)(1) / Treasury Regulation 1.48-4(f)

• Ownership of system, and thus, depreciation deductions
may remain solely with Lessor
– Flexible Ownership of Lessor by Master Tenant

• No basis reduction to depreciable basis for Lessor, but
• Lessee required to recognize income equal to 50% of
credits
– IRC Section 48(d)(5)

• With Treasury cash grant option, does lease pass-through
make sense?
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Lease Pass-Through Attributes
• Gives the investors what they want
– Annual preferred return on capital – 1-5%
– Flexible Profit/Loss Ownership – Investor does not have to absorb
99% of losses
– Write off of capital account (capital loss) upon disposition of
ownership interest in Master Tenant
– Ownership interest may flip down to approximately 5% after 5-year
recapture period
– Put/call – cash payment equal to the greater of FMV of ownership
interest (after flip) or amount of cash required to achieve desired
IRR. Some attorneys do not allow a put option
– Economic Substance Doctrine
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Lease Pass-Through
• Issues for partners of the Lessor (Ownership Entity)
– Can the partners use the (remaining) tax losses?
• Owner(s) of Lessor must have tax appetite

– Loss Investor (e.g. a Leasing Company) available to be a partner in
Lessor?
• Sponsor equity required in addition to loss investor equity?

– Potential IRC 704(b) issues for the Developer as partner of Lessor
– Potential IRC 704(d) issues for the Developer as partner of Lessor
– Economic substance doctrine issues
– Risk that ownership structure gets collapsed into a partnership?
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Lease Pass-Through
• Issues if Master Tenant is not a partner of Lessor
– Master Tenant stands alone
– Master Tenant makes typically makes lease prepayment to Lessor
equal to Investor capital contribution
• IRC Section 467 loan created

– Must structure and size investor preferred return and lease
payment
– Lease term – Treasury Regulation Section 1.48-4 (short-term
lease rules)
– Economic substance doctrine issues
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Exit Strategies
• Once you have gotten the investors IN, you need a way
to get them OUT
– Flip – reduces the investor’s ownership percentage to make it
cheaper to buy it out
– Call – developer can exercise option to buy out the investor for
fair market value of partnership interest
– Put – investor can exercise option requiring developer to make a
small payment to buyout investor; not as common in energy deals
as in other transactions because of Rev. Proc. 2007-65
– Purchase option or early buy out option
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Exit Strategies for Partnership and Lease
Pass-Through Structures
• Investors generally want out of the transactions at the end
of year 6 – Put/Call option
• Most common exit is through a flip:
– Investor ownership interest flips from 99% to 5%
– Developer/GP exercises call option to buy out investor for
greater of FMV of ownership interest or amount required to
achieve agreed-upon IRR
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Advantages of a Lease Structure
• Sale/leaseback transaction can be closed up to 90 days
after PIS
• Partnership transaction must be closed before the facility is
PIS
• Less pressure for Developer to delay placing the facility in
service if the investor is not yet in the deal.
• 100% financing available at full value. Investor buys the
facility
– Generally no investment is necessary from developer
– In a partnership structure, the Developer may have to leave money
in the deal (deferred developer fee) or contribute sponsor equity
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Each Structure

Advantages of a Lease Structure
• Fixed rent and ability to stretch out the term of the lease
result in the lessee being immediately able to keep the
upside if the project generates greater returns than is
anticipated.
• In a partnership structure, the principal effect of greater
returns is to accelerate the date of the "flip”
• Lessor gets a predictable rent stream.
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Disadvantages of a Lease Structure
• Lessee's purchase option is more expensive than in a
partnership structure. In a lease, the investor owns all of the
residual value of the asset (must be estimated to be at least
20% of initial cost).
• Developer is required to make scheduled rent payments and
comply with extensive covenants. Accordingly, there is a risk
of default and thereby a loss of the Developer's entire
investment.
• Developer may not have visibility (transparency) with respect
to the tax investor's return. Especially in the absence of
financial expertise in "reverse engineering" leasing models,
Developer may be at a negotiating disadvantage vis-à-vis the
lessor investor. In a partnership structure, the investor's yield
is known upfront.
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Disadvantages of a Lease Structure
• Leasing deals have traditionally been document- and
time-intensive. Lease documents contain extensive
representations, warranties, covenants and indemnities;
there is typically a complex tax indemnity agreement.
Partnership structure deals have generally stayed away
from such level of detail and complexity (although this can
vary depending on who the investor is).
• An appraisal is almost always required for each project. In
a partnership structure an appraisal is optional.
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Advantages of a Partnership Structure
• Investor does not need a 20% residual value as in a lease. A
5% residual is sufficient.
• Cheaper purchase option at the time it is to be exercised.
Since a lessor in a lease owns the entire residual value, buying
it out is more expensive than buying out the remaining portion
of an investor's interest (typically 5%) after the flip point was
reached.
• Less default risk than in a lease - there is no fixed rent
schedule or covenant package that Developer must comply
with. Failure to generate expected cash flows can punish the
Developer by delaying the flip, but Developer is not at a risk of
losing its interest entirely and has time to work out problems.
(In a lease, fixed rent and covenants could result in defaults
and exercise of remedies by lessor.)
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Disadvantages of a Partnership Structure
• Deal must be closed and investor must have funded before
the facility is placed in service.
• Developer has to fund its portion of the partnership/LLC
interests. However, Developer may be permitted to receive
a return of its capital from the project up to the value of its
investment.
• Management rights and powers (issues related to who has
the power to manage the company and run the projects and
what level of consents is needed for what actions) can be
difficult to negotiate. (In contrast to leases, which have been
used for a long time and with respect to which an accepted
practice exists.) However, Developer may be able to
negotiate for greater flexibility in a partnership structure than
would be afforded through a lease covenant package.
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Disadvantages of a Partnership Structure
• Developer does not have the immediate ability to keep for
itself all of the upside generated by the project as would
be the case in a lease, where rent payments are fixed
upfront.
• No clear advantage to one or other structure and both
leases and partnerships are common.
• There may be advantages and disadvantages from
accounting perspective.
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Relevant Issues – All Structures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Install costs
PPA rates
Competition for hosts
Debt terms – Credit crunch implications
Investor equity return requirements
Residual (Call) Value
– Investor typically wants to minimize “residual reliance”
– Residual payment debt financed / G.P. equity?

• Economic substance doctrine
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Relevant Issues - Partnerships
• Deferred Developer Fees / Installment Notes
– Can they be supported by project cash flow?
– Term of payment - Contingent debt issue
– Potential tax consequences to developer

• Capital Accounts
– 704(b) issues
– Potential reallocation of tax losses
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Tax Considerations for all Structures
• Ownership
– Does tax investor have enough upside and downside to be an
owner, not a lender?
• Fixed vs. variable return
• Pre-negotiated buyouts (puts/calls)

– Protection against loss
• Does any other person (other than Sponsor in the partnership
structure) have enough interest in profits and risk of loss to be a partial
owner?
– Check ground leases, O&M contracts for profit participations.
– Check lenders for profit participations, and for debt/equity
(inadequate equity cushion so that payments of interest and
principal are too dependent on the fortunes of the business).
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Tax Considerations for all Structures
• Different Structures focus on different aspects of ownership
– Service Contract: Seller of Power vs. Purchaser of Power
– Partnership: Tax Partner vs. Sponsor Partner
– Lease: Lessor vs. Lessee

• Economic Substance
– Is the transaction “real” or just tax motivated
• Difficulty of making that judgment when Congress uses tax benefits as
an incentive
• Sacks case – Get to count tax credits in calculation
• Credits plus cash should provide adequate return on equity
• The need for longer projection term
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Time to look at some numbers!
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Project Assumptions
• Limited Partner Equity: 6,987,296 (Credit price $1.45)
• Developer Fee: (15% of Install) $2,062,500
• Total Installed kW:
– DC: 2,500
– AC: 2,100 (84% conversion factor)

• Annual kWh per installed kW: 1,750 (0.5% degradation)
• Electricity Sale Price: $0.17 per kWh (4.5% escalator)
• State Incentive: $4,000,000 EPBB (approx. $1.90 per watt
AC!)
• Install / System Price: $5,500 / kW
• Debt
– Construction: $13,750,000 at 12%
– Permanent: $4,475,204 at 8%
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System Cost Reconciliation
Gross cost of system (2,500kW x $5,500/kW install costs)

$

16,225,000

Depreciation Savings (cost less 15% basis reduction x 35%)

(4,826,938)

Federal Investment Tax Credit / Grant (30% of install costs)

(4,867,500)

System cost after ITC and Depreciation Benefits
Portion of System Cost Covered by Tax Benefits:

$

6,530,562

59.75%

Illustrative Example Only
Footnotes: Assumes no time value of money (amounts not discounted back to present value)
Assumes losses and credits can be used
Assumes no sale of energy property
Assumes Treasury Grant elected or ITC is worth $1.00
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Partnership Flip
Fund
General Partner
1%

Loan Proceeds

1%

Investment Fund
Debt Service Payments

99%
Tax Credit
Equity Investor
99%

Lender

Tax Credits
Depreciation Deductions
Cash Flow

Developer
Fee

$

Developer

100%

Solar 1, LLC

Solar 2, LLC

Solar 3, LLC

Solar 4, LLC

PPA/Lease Agreements

System Integrator/
Installer

Solar
Installation
Host #1

Solar
Installation
Host #2

Solar
Installation
Host #3

Solar
Installation
Host #4
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Equity Investor
Internal Rate of Return

12.12%

Capital Contributions

$

6,987,296

Investment Tax Credits

$

4,818,825

Cash Distributions

$

312,652

Put/Call Buyout in Year 6

$

675,000

Total Taxable Income (Loss) Years 0 - 6

$

(3,590,232)

Tax Savings (Cost) on Income (Losses)

$

1,256,581
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General Partner (Sponsor)
Net Present Value (based on 10% discount)

$

1,847,887

Capital Contribution for Buyout in Year 6

$

675,000

Investment Tax Credits

$

48,675

Cash Distributions from Operations

$

9,509,023

Cash Distributions from Sale in Year 20

$

1,590,050

Total Taxable Income (Loss) Years 0 - 20

$

8,858,361

Tax Savings (Cost) on Income (Losses)

$

(3,051,752)
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Lender
Construction Loan

$

# of months for Construction Loan
Permanent Loan
Fee % including Legal Costs
Term
Amortization Period
Interest Rate
Debt Coverage
Year
Debt Service Ratio
2009
1.17
2010
1.22
2011
1.26
2012
1.32
2013
1.37
2014
1.42
2015
1.48

484,612
4

$

Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

4,475,204
1.25%
15 years
15 years
8.00%

Debt Service Ratio
1.54
1.60
1.67
1.73
1.80
1.87
1.95
2.03
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Fund / Operating Partnership

Total cost of solar system

$ 16,225,000

Investment Tax Credit

Total Credit Generated

30.00%

$

4,867,500
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SOURCES:
NOI

Sources and Uses
623,849

648,915

674,985

702,099

730,300

4,000,000

-

-

-

-

-

4,000,000

13,750,000

-

-

-

-

-

13,750,000

Capital Contributions - Limited Partners

6,987,296

-

-

-

-

-

6,987,296

Permanent Loan

4,475,204

-

-

-

-

-

4,475,204

Deferred Developer Fee

2,062,500

-

-

-

-

-

2,062,500

$31,424,750

623,849

648,915

674,985

702,099

Rebate
Construction Loan

GP capital contribution (Put/Call)
TOTAL SOURCES

149,750

675,000
1,405,300

3,529,898

675,000
35,479,898

USES:
Development Costs
Syndication
Organization Costs
Construction Loan Debt Service
Construction Loan Principal Repayment
Debt Service - Permanent Loan

16,225,000

-

-

-

-

-

16,225,000

20,000

-

-

-

-

-

20,000

5,000

-

-

-

-

-

5,000

412,500

412,500

13,750,000
128,302

513,204

513,205

513,204

513,205

513,206

10,200

10,404

10,612

10,824

11,041

63,081

654,406

80,356

100,245

120,935

142,456

164,842

1,263,241

1,636

201

251

302

356

412

3,158

161,966

19,888

24,811

29,931

35,258

40,799

312,652

Cash Distributions - Tax Credit Equity Investor Buyout

31,424,750

623,849

648,915

674,985

702,099

-

2,694,326

10,000

TOTAL USES

-

13,750,000

Annual Accounting Expenses

Cash Distributions - Tax Credit Equity Investor

-

-

55,940

Cash Distributions - General Partner

-

-

Loan Fees

Debt Service - Deferred Developer Fee

-

-

675,000
1,405,300

55,940

675,000
35,479,898
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Income
Revenue
Purchase Power Agreement
Revenues
REC Sales
Rebate Receipts
Total Revenue

1
$

2

5

6

675,437 $
675,437

702,303 $
702,303

730,237 $
730,237

759,282
759,282

(2,575)

(10,300)

(10,609)

(10,927)

(11,255)

(11,593)

Insurance

(3,863)

(15,450)

(15,914)

(16,391)

(16,883)

(17,389)

Total Operating Expenses

(6,438)

(25,750)

(26,523)

(27,318)

(28,138)

(28,982)

Net Operating Income
Permanent Loan

$

Construction Loan
Depreciation Expense
Amortization Expense
Section 267 Depreciation
Suspension/(Deduction)
Annual Accounting Expense
Organization Costs
Total Taxable Income/(Loss)
Energy Tax Credits

$

149,750
(89,245)

$

4

649,599 $
649,599

Operating Expenses
Operations and Maintenance

156,188
4,000,000
4,156,188

3

$

623,849 $
(348,956)

648,915 $
(335,323)

674,985 $
(320,559)

702,099 $
(304,570)

730,300
(287,253)

(412,500)
(7,470,260)
(932)

(2,528,396)
(3,729)

(1,517,038)
(3,729)

(910,223)
(3,729)

(910,223)
(3,729)

(455,111)
(3,729)

762,717
(10,000)

199,893
(10,200)

62,346
(10,404)

(27,947)
(10,612)

(64,722)
(10,824)

(133,027)
(11,041)

(5,000)

-

-

-

-

-

(7,075,471)

(2,067,539)

(1,155,234)

(598,086)

(591,969)

(159,862)

4,867,500

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-
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THE DOCUMENTS
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The Documents
• Partnership Documents
– Purchase Agreement
– Limited Liability Agreement

• Lease Documents
–
–
–
–

Lease Agreement
Participation Agreement
Tax Indemnity Agreement
Security Agreement

• Common Documents
– PPA
– Construction Agreement
– Management Services Agreement/O&M Agreement
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PARTNERSHIP DOCUMENTS
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Partnership with a Flip - Transaction Mechanics
• Purchase Agreement / Equity Contribution Agreement
– In a nutshell: if specified conditions precedent are satisfied, the
investment vehicle established by Investor and Developer will
buy the system from Developer, and will pay agreed purchase
price (or purchase price calculated per agreed methodology),
and Investor will fund its portion of the purchase price through
the investment vehicle (slight variation if a contribution is used
instead of a purchase).
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Partnership with a Flip - Transaction Mechanics
– Investor
• Who is the Investor entity making the commitment
– Does the Investor have the funds? Who stands behind it?
• Level of commitment
• If portfolio:
– Maximum commitment
– Exclusivity
– In return for Investor’s commitment, Investor requires
Developer to come to investor for funding first
– Scope of exclusivity: what kinds of projects, timing
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
• Conditions Precedent
– Investor has no obligation to fund unless specified conditions are
satisfied and certain specified documents are delivered to it.
– Conditions determine level of commitment
• In portfolio / pipeline type transactions, level of commitment has
been soft (that is, subject to Investor’s discretion).
• Where project is specific and sufficient details about the project are
known, commitment should be firm (but still subject to specific
conditions).
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
• Typical conditions precedent:
– The project must not have been “placed in service” for federal income
tax purposes.
– Before the ITC extension Investor also needed assurances that the
project would be placed in service before 12/31/08 (then 30% ITC
expiration date).
– As mentioned, tension between, on the one hand, Investor's desire to
fund only when it is certain that construction is complete and the
facility works as promised, and, on the other hand, Investor having to
fund sufficiently in advance of "placement in service" for tax purposes.
If Investor requires that the Developer sponsor warrant that facility has
not been placed in service at time of closing - as investors often do then Investor may have an incentive (from a commercial perspective)
to delay funding until it is certain the facility is complete, without
fearing the adverse tax consequences of being "too late" from a tax
perspective.
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
– Therefore, important for Developer to work out and agree upfront
on specific timing (in relation to various construction and testing
tasks and milestones) when the Investor must fund.
– Acceptable PPA [as discussed above] in place
• counterparty / Customer acceptable from credit standpoint
• terms acceptable

– PPA Customer provides a confirmation (estoppel)
– Acceptable site lease or license in place
– Host / landlord provides estoppel
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
– Acceptable warranties for the system
– Permits and other governmental approvals obtained and filings
made
• except any permits that are delivered in connection with or are
indicative of “placement in service” – local utility approval to
commence operations
• any local permits – building, electrical
• “qualifying facility” self-certification with FERC
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
– Any third party consents, e.g. landlord’s (if not already contained
in the lease)
– Confirmation that system was built/installed appropriately and
would be capable of operating as expected / preliminary testing
passed
• Investor may require an independent engineer

– No pending lawsuits or other proceedings that might invalidate
material aspects of the deal or materially reduce the expected
return to Investor
– No liens or other encumbrances on the assets to be purchased
(the system or System Owner); if any liens related to
construction exist, must be paid off or bonded
– Confirmation that required insurance is in place
– Sometimes Investor asks for an appraisal of the system
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
– No adverse change in tax laws such that Investor would no
longer be able to obtain the tax benefits
– Certain customary documents (“deliverables”) to be delivered
• Officers certificates
• Legal opinions
– Tax opinion typically provided by Investor’s counsel
– Other legal opinions may be required

– Confirmation that various representations and warranties made
by Developer regarding the system / assets to be sold continue
to be true
– Third-party environmental reports typically not required for rooftop systems (but Developer is asked to make representations as
to the absence of environmental issues)
– Update to the base case financial model incorporating the
agreed assumptions and variables
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
– No “material adverse change”; general “no MAC” condition
makes commitment soft
– Can address specific issues, e.g. no material adverse change in
Customer’s financial condition
– In portfolio transactions, there needs to be a process for
Developer offering a project to Investor and Investor making the
initial determination that the project is acceptable or that it meets
established pre-conditions:
• System type and size
• Identity and credit of Customer
– Certain types of hosts may be pre-approved
• Signed PPA and Lease
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
• Form of PPA and Lease may be pre-approved
• Initial pro forma financial model, projected revenues and costs
(including rebates/incentives)
• Reasonable period of time for Investor to decide / verify preconditions
• If proposed project is accepted, Investor should be committed,
subject to satisfaction of conditions.
• If project is not accepted, Developer should be free to go elsewhere
for funding.
• The more the criteria for qualifying projects is set in advance, the
more firm the financing commitment will be.
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
• Purchase Price
– Investor and Developer agree on a financial model – key inputs,
assumptions and outputs – to determine purchase price
– Purchase price calculation - present value of the projected
stream of all benefits to be derived from the investment through
an agreed time period, discounted by an agreed expected rate of
return (Investor’s target IRR)
• “Stream of all benefits”:
• Cash expected to be distributed from sale of power
• Cash expected from sale of environmental attributes/RECs, receipt
of rebates, etc.
• Tax credits, tax depreciation deductions, any other tax deduction
(net of tax detriments/taxable income)
• Tax savings calculated assuming a specified income tax rate
(usually maximum 35% rate; state tax rate may or may not be taken
into account)
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
– Expected benefits are calculated in accordance with the agreed
financial model
– Investor’s target IRR varies case-by-case; from below 7% to
8.5% recently
– Price is typically agreed per watt or kWt basis, subject to
assumptions:
– Fixed assumptions:
• Residual value and residual share
• Annual degradation of system output
• O&M expenses; insurance costs
• Assumed tax rate
• PPA rates and term
• Residual share
• Target yield / IRR
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
– Variable assumptions:
• Tinal system size
• Date of commercial operation
• Depreciation schedule

– Retainage/holdback – amount sufficient to complete
construction after funding
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Tax Aspects of Purchase/Contribution Agreement
• Sponsor may sell the project to the partnership. Sponsor
will recognize gain and partnership will have a cost
basis.
• Sponsor may contribute the project to the partnership.
On a contribution, the results depend on what the money
is used for and the extent of any profit.
– If the contributed money is distributed to the Sponsor, the
disguised sale rules will apply if fmv of property exceeds 120% of
basis. In that case, the transaction will be treated as part sale
and part contribution with some gain to Sponsor. No gain to
Sponsor if entire contribution is accepted as such.
– If available depreciation is lower, tax investor can be made
whole with curative or remedial allocations or can pay less.
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
• Representations and Warranties
– Investor funds its contribution based on certain understandings
about what the system is or is going to be, what the Developer
is, relationships with Customer, etc. Developer stands behind
those.
• Some representations may be qualified as to materiality,
Developer’s knowledge
– Corporate organization and status
– Documents being duly authorized and enforceable
– Developer and System Owner SPE being in compliance with
laws and permits, having all required permits
– Good title to assets, free of liens
– System Owner SPE hasn’t conducted any other business,
doesn’t have debts/liabilities other than those that are known
and provided for
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
– PPA, Site Lease and other project contracts in effect, no default
– Insurance in place, no environmental problems, regulatory reps (not a
utility)
– Sufficient real property rights, no affiliated transactions, etc.
– Tax representations
• Tax structure risk is typically taken by Investor, except specific facts
as to which Developer takes the risk.
• System has not been placed in service for federal income tax
purposes.
– Investor should also make representations at closing
– Representations could be contained in the LLC Agreement
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
• Indemnification
– Method by which Investor is compensated if Investor suffers
harm because:
• a third party sues Investor as a result of Investor participating in the
deal / partnering with Developer
• the purchased assets (the system, the SPE) turn out to be different
from what Developer represented

– Cap on indemnity
• Amount invested or a portion
• Carve-outs from cap: third party claims, willful misconduct

– Thresholds
– Survival of representations
– “After tax”
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Purchase Agreement /
Equity Contribution Agreement
• Transaction Costs
– Each party typically pays its own transaction costs upfront, but
Investor’s costs (maybe up to a set cap) are rolled into the
financing – as expense for calculating Investor’s IRR and
determining the “flip” date.
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Partnership with a Flip – Deal Documents
• Limited liability company agreement (aka Operating
agreement)
– Agreement by which Developer and Investor become
partners/members in the company that will own the solar facility (or a
holding company that will own separate SPEs that will in turn own
solar facilities), Investor agrees to contribute its portion of the
purchase price for the purchase of the system(s), parties agree on
allocation and distribution of income, gains and losses (including the
terms of the “flip”), any purchase options and management and control
rights.
– Obligation of Investor to contribute its investment is sometimes set
forth in a separate agreement (often titled “equity contribution
agreement” or similar).
– The manager (or managing member) of the LLC – i.e. the entity with
day-to-day management control – is Developer, but Investor has
approval rights over various decisions and actions.
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LLC/Partnership Agreement
• LLC Agreement will include rules as to the basic flip
allocations and when flip happens.
–

–

–

Tax risk is allocated by having certain tax assumptions be “fixed tax
assumptions.” These assumptions typically include assumptions as
to tax equity being a true tax partner, the partnership owning the solar
assets, the allocations being respected, the credit being available.
In calculating the tax equity’s tax benefits, fixed assumptions are
treated as correct, whatever the facts. Thus, the flip will occur even if
they are wrong.
There are three stages of Developer responsibility as to tax problems
that are not related to fixed tax assumptions: (1) the flip may just be
calculated based on reality, to the extent there are tax problems, the
flip is retarded; (2) cash may be redirected to the tax investor to
preserve its yield; and (3) the Developer may be required to go out of
pocket to indemnify the tax investor.
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LLC/Partnership Agreement
• Purchase Options
– Typically at fair market value

• Tax Motivated Transfer Restrictions
– No tax-exempts; no foreigners, no lenders

• Tax Filings and Disputes
– Pre-flip tax equity has substantial approval rights and may control
tax disputes
– Post-flip tax equity rights are minimal
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LLC/Partnership Agreement
• Management and Decision Making Authority
– Day-to-day management handled by Developer (managing
member)
– Has power and authority to run the business, but
– Major Decisions
• Certain “major decisions” require Investor’s consent until Investor
achieves its targeted IRR; though some critical decisions (such as
winding up the business, filing bankruptcy, potentially selling all
assets) always require Investor approval.
– Confirmation that CPs to funding are satisfied
– Sale, lease or disposition of all or substantially all of the assets
(except to Customer per any purchase option it might have)
– Corporate changes – merger, consolidation
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LLC/Partnership Agreement
– Change in line of business
– Initiating major litigation, etc. (above an agreed $ level)
– Incurring debt, guaranteeing debt - above agreed $ level
– Admitting any additional member, other than as specifically
agreed
– Spending more than agreed variance from budget
– Entering into new contracts that are material (e.g. REC sales)
– Entering into affiliates contracts
– Any actions that might jeopardize Investor’s tax credits and
benefits
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PARTNERSHIP TAX ISSUES
171

Items for Discussion

• Revenue Procedure 2007-65
• Partnership Allocations-Capital Accounts
• IRC Section 704(b)
• Miscellaneous Partnership Tax Issues
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Partnership Flip Structure
• Partnership “flip” structure developed in wind area where
leases were not available.
• General idea is to allocate substantially all income and
loss to tax investor during early period when there are
tax benefits and then to shift the income and loss to the
Developer/Sponsor to the extent possible.
– How extreme can the flip be before the tax investor ceases to be
treated as a partner
– How to validate the allocations
– Revenue Procedure 2007-65
• Relates to wind, but best authority, and we recommend general
adherence.
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Rev. Proc. 2007-65
• Minimum Partnership Interests
– Developer—1% of everything
– Investor—5% of its largest interest over life of partnership
– This is confirmation of 99/1 5/95 flip; could have 99/1 4.95/95.05

• Investor Minimum Unconditional Investment
– 20% of total Investor fixed capital contribution plus reasonably
anticipated contingent capital contributions
• Maintain minimum over life of ownership; can be reduced only by cash
flow distributions. Later fixed contributions count only when made.
• No protection against loss through any arrangements with Developer,
other Investors, turbine supplier or power purchaser or any party related
to these. Creativity not recommended. Not fair bullying tax lawyer; IRS
not bound by opinions and mistakes in them.
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Rev. Proc. 2007-65
• Contingent Consideration
– At least 75% of the fixed plus reasonably anticipated contingent
considerations must be fixed.
• This refers to PAYGO structure in which tax investor made contributions
as it received PTCs. Tax lawyers used to go to 50% contingent based on
section 29 PLRs. Usually not relevant to solar.

• Purchase Options
– Neither Developer nor Investors (and their related parties) may have
call on property, project or partnership interest at less than fmv at time
of exercise and Developer (and related parties) cannot have any call
for five years after placed in service.
– FMV may take into account contracts (other than PPAs) only if
entered in ordinary course, negotiated at arms’ length with parties not
related to Project Company or Investors; may take into account PPA
only if contract is with parties not related to Project Company.
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Rev. Proc. 2007-65
• Sale Options
– Project Company cannot have put to anyone for any property
other than electricity. Investor cannot have a put to anyone.
We have seen some tax advisers ignore this in a few solar
transactions

• Guarantees and Loans
– No guarantees of energy credit to Investor.
– Project Company must bear risk of wind resource. Developer,
turbine supplier, power purchaser cannot guarantee wind level.
Can get guarantee (wind derivative) from unrelated party. Solar
should be analogous.
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Rev. Proc. 2007-65
– Long term power contract all right; take or pay between related
parties bad. Note that there is a specific prohibition on sales of
electricity to related parties in section 45 that does not apply to
solar.
– Developer (or related party) cannot lend to Investor or guarantee
investor loans.

• Related party definition is technical, but generally a 50%
overlap, including 50% of partnership capital or profit.
Defining profit is difficult in flip deals.
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Announcement 2009-69 –
Changes to Rev. Proc. 2007-65
• Makes clear that 2007-65 is a “safe harbor” and not an
“audit guideline.”
• It provides the ability to set a fair market value purchase
price for the facility before the time of exercise.
• It assures that individuals with passive income from
other sources can use wind credits to reduce their tax
liability from those other sources.
• It makes clear that non-compliance with 2007-65 will not
subject a transaction to “close scrutiny.”
• Technically, applies to wind transactions only
• Other credit investments like solar to follow suit?
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Announcement 2009-69 –
Changes to Rev. Proc. 2007-65
• The developer, investor or any related party has the
contractual right to purchase the wind farm (or an
interest in an entity that owns the wind farm) if the
requirements below are met:
• The contractual right must be negotiated for valid non-tax
business reasons;
• The negotiation must be at arm’s length by parties with
material adverse interests;
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Announcement 2009-69 –
Changes to Rev. Proc. 2007-65
• The purchase price must be not less than “fair market
value,” which is determined either:
– a. at the time of exercise or
– b. at an earlier time, provided the parties reasonably believe,
based on all facts and circumstances at the time the price is
determined, that the price will be not less than fair market
value at the time the right may be exercised.

• Developer or a related party may not have this
contractual right earlier than five years after the
facility is placed in service. Existing rule still stands.
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Partnership Allocations
• Underlying Theory
• Capital Accounts
• Substantial Economic Effect–Unleveraged
– Economic Effect
• Qualified Income Offset
• Deficit Restoration Obligation

– Substantial

• Leveraged transactions
– Partnership Minimum Gain
– Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain
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Allocation Theory
• Theory developed to combat tax shelters.
• Idea is to allocate tax losses and income to persons who are
economically at risk
• Basic assumption is that partner’s capital account represents
partner’s right to partnership assets. Therefore:
– Value of partnership assets equals book value.
– Must test allocations by pretending to liquidate at the end of each
year in accordance with capital accounts.
– On actual liquidation, must liquidate in accordance with capital
accounts.

• Assumptions are theoretical and, therefore, system is
controversial. Generally used only for tax motivated
transactions, but solar transactions are tax motivated
transactions.
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Capital Accounts
• Reg. Sections 1.704-1
– No leverage
– Determinations of partner’s distributive share
– Substantial economic effect
•

Reg. Sections 1.704-2
– Leveraged transactions
– Allocations attributable to Non-Recourse Liabilities
– These allocations cannot by definition have substantial economic
effect
– Minimum gain concept
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Capital Accounts
• Partner’s share of income, gain, loss, deduction, or credit
generally determined by the partnership agreement.
• Partner’s share of income, gain, loss, deduction or credit
generally determined in accordance with the partner’s
interest in the partnership if:
– Partnership agreement does not provide allocations, OR
– An allocation does not have substantial economic effect
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Capital Accounts
How is a partner’s capital account determined?
Beginning capital
Plus: Capital contributions
-Property
-Cash
Plus: Income allocations
Less: Loss allocations
Less: Cash distributions
Less: Property distributions
Equals:
Ending capital
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Capital Accounts
• Partners’ Capital Accounts must be decreased by the
partner’s share of the following:
– Non-deductible partnership items (Section 705(a)(2)(B)
expenditures-Disallowed M&E expense etc)
– Syndication costs
– Disallowed losses under related party rules
– Basis adjustments to property (historic credits/energy credits)

– Capital account decreased ratably over recapture
period for 704(b) purposes only
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Allocations Attributable to Non-Recourse Liabilities
• Non-recourse deductions cannot have economic effect
by definition
– Creditor alone bears the economic risk of loss

• Allocations must be allocated in accordance with the
partner’s interest in the partnership
– Minimum Gain Chargeback test
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Minimum Gain Rules

• What is minimum gain?
– Gain the partnership would realize if it disposed of the property
subject to the non-recourse liability for no consideration other
than full satisfaction of the non-recourse liability or……
– Gain that would be realized by the partnership if it sold its
property for nothing more than the relief of non-recourse debt
Reg. Section 1.704-2(d) and (g)(5)
– Essentially a foreclosure sale
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Regulation Section 1.704-2
Minimum Gain Rules (Cont.)
What is minimum gain?
Non-Recourse Debt (secured by the property)
Less:
Adjusted Tax Basis-Secured Assets
Equals:
Minimum Gain
• Minimum Gain is allocated to liabilities in the reverse
order of payment priority (e.g. first to a second
mortgage and then to a first mortgage).
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Minimum Gain Rules (Cont.)
• Why is minimum gain important?
– Allows an investor to receive tax benefits
• Allows the investor to be allocated depreciation deductions
– Allows the investor’s capital account to go negative
• Investor’s share of minimum gain sustains the investor’s
negative capital account
• Investor’s share of minimum gain generally equal to the
investor’s share of gain from a hypothetical foreclosure sale
of the property
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Minimum Gain Rules (Cont.)
• Why is minimum gain important?
– Investor’s share of minimum gain must generally be equal to or
greater than the investor’s negative capital account
• To allow current year loss allocations
• To avoid a reallocation of losses in current year
• To avoid a minimum gain chargeback requirement

– Investor’s share of minimum gain generally must always bring
negative capital account back to zero upon hypothetical
liquidation
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Minimum Gain Rules (Cont.)
• “Minimum Gain Chargeback”
– Income allocation to partner as a result net decrease in
partnership minimum gain for the year.
– Negative capital account relying on existing minimum gain

• Chargeback (income allocation) essentially adjusts
capital account back to supportable level
– Kicks capital account back into a sustainable position (i.e. allows
the capital account to remain negative only to the extent it is
supported by the partner’s remaining share of minimum gain).
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Investor Issues/Problems

• The Problem
– Investor’s capital account has gone negative
• Capital account not sustained by minimum gain

– Tax benefits (losses and/or credits) at risk of being
reallocated away from the investor to the sponsor
• Sponsor/general partner usually can’t use them
• Pricing issues
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Potential Cures
– Limited Deficit Restoration Obligation
• Allows investor capital account to go further negative
• Investors abhor this option
– Initial financial projections -Keep an eye on the capital accounts
• The proactive solution
– Slow down depreciation deductions
• Beware! Generally cannot change methods/lives midstream
• Elect depreciable life in the year the property is PIS
• Upfront projections critical
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Potential Cures (Continued)
• Convert recourse debt to non-recourse
– May increase minimum gain
– Non-recourse debt must be secured by the property

• Disaffiliate the developer
– Disaffiliation generally works if the G.P./Developer is not a
related party to the Partnership
– Generally the same person must own less than 80% of the
Developer and the General Partner to not be a related party
– May create good debt for minimum gain purposes
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Steps to avoid problems
• It’s all about babysitting the partner’s capital accounts
• If a capital account goes negative it must be sustained
– Minimum gain
– Partner non-recourse debt
– Partner recourse debt
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How to Calculate a Partner’s
Section 704(b) Capital Account
• Capital account items
–
–
–
–

Capital contributions
Profits/losses (tax basis)
Add additional cash contributions
Less cash distributions

• Book basis capital account (Partnership’s inside basis)
• Add Section 704(b) items:
– Partner non-recourse minimum gain
– Partner’s share of minimum gain
– Partner recourse loans

• Section 704(b) “adjusted capital account” balance
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Capital Accounts
• Credits do not directly affect capital accounts, but to the
extent the basis of assets is reduced in connection with
credits, capital accounts are reduced accordingly. Thus,
each partner’s capital account is reduced by ½ the credit
allocated to the partner. Most practitioners reduce the
partner’s capital account ratably over the 5 year vesting
period for Section 704(b) purposes.
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Example – Minimum Gain
• Assume A and B form partnership AB. Each contributes
75, AB borrows 850 and acquires an asset for 1000 that
it depreciates over 10 years using the straight line
method. AB breaks even operating the asset without
regard to depreciation. AB is a 50/50 partnership.
– Opening capital accounts are 75 each. The asset has a basis of
1000, debt is 850 and there is no minimum gain.
– At the end of year 1, the asset has a basis of 900, debt is 850,
there is no minimum gain and capital accounts are 25 each.
– At the end of year 2, the asset has a basis of 800, debt is 850.
Minimum gain is 50. The allocation of the first 50 of depreciation
brings capital accounts to zero each. The allocation of the last
50 is an allocation of nonrecourse deductions and depends on
the rules for such allocations.
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Book/Tax Differences
• Book/Tax differences can arise when property is contributed to
a partnership
– Fair market value of property upon contribution is compared to
– The adjusted tax basis of the property contributed (usually the cost of
the property in the hands of the developer)

• Book is FMV, tax is the adjusted tax basis
• If there is a book/tax difference depreciation and gain is
intended to be allocated to make the person putting in high
basis property (cash) whole.
– Traditional method. Depreciation from the contributed low basis asset is
shifted from contributor to other partner. If insufficient, too bad.
– Traditional method with curative allocations. Same as traditional plus
move other items of similar character from contributor to other partner.
– Remedial method. Give non-contributing partner (cash partner) “made
up” deductions and give contributing partner offsetting income.
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Partner Basis Limitations under Section 704(d)
• A partner generally can take tax losses in an amount
equal to their basis in their partnership interest
– A partner’s basis generally equals:
• a partner’s capital contributions plus
• their share of partnership liabilities

• Solar transactions tend to not be very highly leveraged
so partners can run out of tax basis
– Deficit Restoration Obligation does not help

• Therein lies the reason to track a partner’s 704(d) basis
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Establishing Tax Basis of Property
• Investment tax credits and the Treasury Grant (if elected) are
calculated based on the eligible tax credit basis
• How is eligible tax credit basis established?
• Partner contributions of property – recorded at adjusted tax
basis
• Purchase of property - recorded at purchase price
– Can be very different numbers

• Lease-pass-through structure allows Investment tax credits and
the Treasury Grant (if elected) to be calculated based on the
Fair Market Value of the system
• Installment sale treatment not eligible for sales of inventory
– May preclude some sales
– NOL carryforwards may make the issue mute
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Related Party Issues

• In many transactions a portion of the developer fee is
deferred
– Fee left in the deal

• If the developer is a cash basis taxpayer and is a related
party …..
• Depreciation deductions and interest expense
attributable to the unpaid developer fee note are
suspended
• Deductions are “freed up” as the developer fee note is
paid
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Taxation of Subsidies for Solar
• Treasury Grant – Section 1603
– Non-taxable for Federal purposes (tax-exempt income)
– Taxable for CA purposes

• Partner gets basis in his partnership interest for the
Treasury Grant (income hit)
– Tax basis allows the investor to absorb tax losses (i.e. depreciation
deductions)

• Timing considerations of investor entry into the partnership
– Investor must be a partner in the partnership when the Treasury
Grant income is recognized in order to get the tax basis
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Depreciation Recapture
• Solar property is considered Section 1245 property under
the IRC
• Upon disposition, depreciation previously taken is generally
recaptured at ordinary income tax rates
• Usually not an issue for corporations as their tax rates are
the same for capital gains and ordinary income
– Buyout payment in capital loss situation likely ordinary

• Can be an issue for individuals
– Difference in tax rates between ordinary income (35%) and capital
gains (20%) is significant
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LEASE DOCUMENTS
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Sale / Leaseback Transactions –
Transaction Mechanics
• Parties
– Developer (or SPE) – Lessee
– Investor/Lessor
• Investor may use a trust or other structure
• Complicates documentation and mechanics a bit (and may increase
costs), but is not substantively different for Developer
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Participation Agreement
• Similar in concept to a purchase agreement or equity
contribution agreement in a partnership-with-a-flip
structure in that it’s the agreement by which Investor
agrees to purchase the system from Developer if certain
specified conditions are satisfied, and immediately lease
the system back to Developer’s SPE.
• Purchase Price / Rent Schedule
• Purchase price and rent schedule determined on basis
of a model, adjusted at closing, based on financial model
and confirmed at the fair market value price by an
appraiser.
• Conditions Precedent; Representations and Warranties
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Lease
• Term
– 15-20 years – accounting and tax limits

• Rent
– Basic rent (return of investment plus Investor’s rent yield)
– Supplemental rent (other obligations in addition to basic rent –
termination / stipulated loss value payments, buy-out option
payments and any indemnities.

• Lease on “as is” basis – no recourse or warranty of
Lessor
• Purchase Options
– Early Buyout Option
– End of term
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Lease
• Lessee Covenants; extensive covenant package
• Operate and maintain the system in accordance with
laws, permits, manufacturer’s recommendations,
requirements of all insurance policies, warranties,
customary industry practice
• Replace lost or worn-out parts
• Not change or modify the assets, not install accessories,
etc.
• Provide financial statements and other information and
notices
• Not incur or permit indebtedness or liens, no guarantees
or investments
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Lease
• Not amend or terminate project contracts, not enter into
new ones
• Restrictions on equity payments to Developer
– Not sell or transfer its property
– No affiliates transactions
– Maintain lessor’s security interest in Lessee’s property (that isn’t
subject to the lease)
– Comply with corporate formalities
– Restrictions on change of control
– At the end of term, assets must be returned in specified
condition.
– Insurance
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Lease
– Lessee bears risk of any loss or damage or disappearance of the
project, must replace or pay termination value
– Other negative and affirmative covenants

• Events of Default
– Failure to pay rent, breach of covenants, inaccuracy of
representations, bankruptcy will result in an event of default,
permitting Lessor to exercise various remedies including
repossession and payment of damages.

• General Indemnity
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Tax Indemnity
• Allocation of tax risk
– Full indemnity--lessee takes risk for tax structure
– Acts and omissions indemnity--lessee responsible only for its
acts, omissions and misrepresentations. Representations go to
facts underlying tax conclusions, but not to tax structure. More
common.
– Mechanics
• Back and Forth Indemnity, lessee indemnifies for tax detriments and
gets paid back for offsetting tax benefits as they occur.
• Lump sum indemnity, lessee indemnifies for present value of tax
detriments less benefits.
– Assumptions as to tax rates and discount rates
• Contest provisions
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Security Agreement
• Unlike a partnership deal, where the tax Investor
becomes the owner (indirectly) of the all underlying
assets (including the PPA), the Investor/lessor owns and
leases the system only. In the event it needs to exercise
remedies under the Lease, Investor wants to be able to
continue to operate the system at the site. Accordingly,
Developer/SPE lessee grants to the Investor a security
interest in the Lessee’s property (other than the leased
system, which Investor/lessor owns), principally the PPA,
site lease and any other contract rights, warranties from
manufacturers or vendors of equipment.
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LEASE TAX ISSUES
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Tax Leasing Guidelines
• Rev Proc 2001-28 sets forth guidelines under which IRS
will rule that a leveraged lease is a true lease (i.e. that
the lessor is the tax owner and not just the lender in a
financing).
– Revenue Procedure is a safe harbor and literally applies only to
leveraged leasing; in traditional lease transactions, not all
requirements are fully met; they are more fully met in solar
transactions.
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Minimum Investment – End of Lease Residual Value
• Lessor must have and maintain a minimum, unconditional,
at risk investment of 20% of the cost the property. The
investment must consist of equity or recourse debt and the
lessor must have the ability to satisfy any recourse debt.
– Lessor must initially have this 20% commitment and there cannot be
any arrangement under which the lessee or a party related to the
lessee would return any portion of the minimum investment.
– Lessor must maintain this investment at all times, i.e. the excess of
cumulative lessee payments to lessor over the cumulative
disbursement by lessor cannot exceed the sum of (i) the excess of
the lessor’s investment over 20% of the cost of the property plus (ii)
the cumulative pro rata portion of the projected profit from the
transaction (exclusive of tax benefits).
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Minimum Investment – End of Lease Residual Value
– A reasonable estimate of the fair market value of the property at
the end of the lease term (including all renewals other than
renewals at fair market value rentals at the time of the renewal)
must be at least 20% of original cost. FMV is to be determined
(i) without regard to inflation and deflation and (ii) after
subtracting any lessor costs for removal and delivery of the
property at the end of the lease term.
• Evergreen renewals can renew based on new appraisals.
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Minimum Term/Purchase Options
• A reasonable estimate of remaining useful life at the end
of the lease term must be the longer of one year or 20%
of the originally estimated useful life of the property.
• Lessee and its affiliates cannot have a call option for a
price less than fair market value at the time the right
exercised.
– Note this allows the greater of fmv and scheduled termination
values that preserve yield.
– Most tax lawyers allow a fixed price purchase option if there is
an appraisal stating that the fixed price is a good estimate of the
fair market value at the time the option can be exercised and the
option is not certain to be exercised.
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Minimum Term/Purchase Options
• Lessor cannot have a put to any party (other than certain
warranties) at the time the property is placed in service
or have any present intention to acquire a put. A later
acquisition of a put is analyzed under all the facts and
circumstances. The ability to abandon the property is a
put.
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Lessee Investments/Loans
• Lessee cannot pay for improvements except
– Improvements that could be leased separately
– Severable improvements—improvements that are readily removable
where there is no contract of option to buy the improvement between
lessor and lessee other than at fair market and where the
improvements are not required to render the leased property
complete for its intended use by the lessee (other than ancillary items
that are customarily selected by lessees or owners).
– Nonseverable improvements—improvements that are not readily
removable if they meet detailed tests involving not being too large
and the lessee not being paid for them. These tests are rarely at
issue in solar transactions.

• Lessee cannot provide loans to lessor or guarantee lessor
loans.
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Lessor Profit/Limited Use Property
• The lessor must expect, without taking into account tax
benefits, including credits:
– Overall profit—Lessee payments plus value of the residual should
exceed lessor’s disbursements and lessor equity, including financing
fees.
– Positive cash flow—the amount to be paid over the lease exceeds by
a reasonable amount aggregate lessor disbursements over the lease.

• Cash on Cash. In leases tax lawyers have a rule of thumb
requiring a 3% cash on cash return. This is difficult in solar
transactions, because the transactions are cash poor. The
rule of thumb is often modified by reducing 3% to 2% and by
treating the energy credit (but not depreciation) either as
cash or a reduction in investment.
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Lessor Profit/Limited Use Property
• Limited use property is property which can only be
commercially used by the lessee. Because the lessee is
likely to use the property for its entire life, IRS will not
rule as to leases of limited use property.
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Uneven Rents
• If the rents are not even, IRS may require that rental
income and deduction be accrued using a constant rate,
calculated so that the present value of such rate (at
110% of the AFR—a rate set by the IRS) is equal to the
present value of the actual rents.
– The difference between the rent actually paid and deemed paid
is treated as a loan (a section 467 loan) between lessor and
lessee that accrues deemed interest.
– IRS will not require constant rental accrual if 90/110 test met—
the rent allocated to each calendar year does not vary from the
average rent allocated to all calendar years by more than 10%.
• Lease programs “optimize” rents in accordance with this safe
harbor.
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Uneven Rents
• If not under prior slide, but there are increasing or
decreasing rents or prepaid or deferred rents, then,
subject to exceptions, rental income and deduction must
be accrued using “proportional rents.”
• Proportional rent equals actual rent x fraction.
Numerator equals sum of PVs of all amounts payable
under the lease (including stated interest); denominator
equals sum of PVs of all amounts allocated (owed,
accrued) for all rental periods. [Fraction may be 1]
• Difference between proportional and paid rent is, again,
a 467 loan.
• Difficult to do without a leasing program.
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OTHER CONTRACTS
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Other Documents
• Management Services Agreement / Operations and
Maintenance Agreement
– Day-to-day management and administrative services for the LLC
and operations and maintenance services for the system(s) are
often provided by Developer (or its affiliates) under separate
agreements for agreed compensation (which is then included in
the financial model and the calculation of the rate of return on
Investor’s investment and the “flip”).
– Fixed price, escalated
– Pass through third-party services at actual cost – insurance,
legal
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Other Documents
• Construction contract or installation contract
– Warranty; pass-through of manufacturer’s warranty
– Descriptions of the system assets; technical/performance
specifications, testing protocol
– Retainage (esp. if contractor is a third party; if Developer (or an
affiliate) is contractor, retainage can be handled as a holdback
from purchase price.
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FINANCING SOURCES AND TERMS
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Debt Markets
• Acquisition and Construction Financing
– Small market currently, with participation by a handful of European
banks, US life companies and pension funds
– Vendor financing is more common
– Advance rate varies (60 – 80%)
– Need a take out for construction loan
– Pricing – depends on source. Banks price based on LIBOR, life
companies and pension funds based on Treasuries
• All in cost currently is 8-10%

– Secured by solar panels and project companies, and sponsor
guarantee
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Debt Markets
• Term Financing
– More life companies than banks
– Term – tied to lease or PPA
• Margins reduced from construction, but escalating
• All in cost currently 8-9%
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Tax Equity Markets
• Equity for Partnerships and Leases
– Market dominated by financial institutions
– Trend pre 2008 was toward lower pricing and better sponsor
terms.
– Trend in 2008 was toward higher pricing and less favorable
sponsor terms (if available at all), capped by a complete stop
post financial crisis.

• 2009:
– High demand and low capital supply
– New participants from industrial sector
– More use of non tax funding
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Tax Equity Markets
• Equity for Partnerships and Leases
– Pricing post financial crisis has risen considerably– deals went
out at 12% after tax IRR. Returns are moderating in recent
deals.
– Investors are focused on leveraging the Treasury grant, strength
of sponsor, and bullet proof projects.
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ABOUT MILBANK
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About Milbank’s Renewable Energy Practice
•

Global law firm with 30 years of experience in renewable energy

•

Over 180 successful deals closed, totaling more than 9,000 MW of
renewable power developed

•

Recipient of Energy/Projects Award for Excellence in 2009 & 2007
from Chambers USA

•

Named the Legal Advisor of the Year at the 5th Annual Euromoney and
Ernst & Young Global Renewable Energy Awards in 2008

•

Named the Energy Law Firm of the Year by ACQ Finance.

•

Named the Top Legal Advisor for Clean Energy Project Finance in
2008 and 2007 by New Energy Finance

•

Named the Energy/Projects Firm of the Year in 2007 and 2006 by
Chambers Global
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ABOUT NOVOGRADAC
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Novogradac & Company LLP
•

20 years of dedicated accounting and tax professionals committed to
providing expert tax, accounting, valuation and structured finance
services to the renewable energy and community development
industries

•

Demonstrated track record of closely working with city, state and federal
government agencies and understanding their programs and
requirements

•

Consistently ranked by Accounting Today and Inside Public
Accounting as one of the top 100 accounting firms in the nation

•

Named "Best of the Best" and an "All-Star Firm" by Inside Public
Accounting -- 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009

•

Offices in San Francisco, Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Cleveland, Columbus,
Dover, Kansas City, Long Beach, New York, Portland, and Washington,
DC
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Los Angeles, CA 90017
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Partner
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THIS PRESENTATION IS AN OVERVIEW OF APPLICABLE TAX AND OTHER RULES AND IS NOT DIRECTED TO ANY SPECIFIC TRANSACTION.
TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE CIRCULAR 230, PLEASE NOTE (A) ANY DISCUSSION OF FEDERAL TAX
ISSUES IN THIS PRESENTATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY US TO BE RELIED UPON, AND CANNOT BE RELIED UPON, BY ANY
PERSON FOR THE PURPOSE OF AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON SUCH PERSONS UNDER THE U.S. INTERNAL
REVENUE CODE; AND (B) AS TO ANY SPECIFIC TRANSACTION, PARTICIPANTS IN THE TRANSACTION SHOULD SEEK ADVICE BASED ON
THEIR PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES FROM AN INDEPENDENT TAX ADVISOR.
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